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VISUALISING HERITAGE

digital innovations bring new insights to Birmingham’s earliest 

railway infrastructure

Tom Sparrow ACIfA (6175). Senior Scientist, School of Archaeological & Forensic Sciences, University of Bradford

The work that Visualising Heritage 

have been doing al Bum I ng ham for 

HS2 has been to record and capture 

the archaeology in a way that helps to 

show the public what has been carried 

out behind the hoardings, using 

innovative and engaging methods,

We have used a juried set ol advanced 

digital capture methods to document the 

exposed tirdineology (ndudinu 

Stephenson's roundhouse}, and Its setting 

withm the past, present and future cityscape.

As a group we have developed our expertise 

in im ng Ing. process, analysis and 

presentation of complex 30 data over the 

pest ten years since oir lan&nark digital 

hioarchaeology project, Digitiapd dfsepses. 

Since '.hen our attention has been diawn to 

the need to be able bo. capture and record at 

varying levels of scale, from small objects 

using mrcio CT and structured light scanning 

to large landscapes using drones and LiDAR 

data in a way that helps to bring realism and 

context to the data and ultimately inc objects 

and landscapes we wish to understand and 

to communicate. By selecting lhe right 

methods of capture, we an give a different 

perspective to the data and see things (hot 

may not be visible at the time, or allow 

people in explore sites that they are not able 

to <n person, for whatever reason (disability 

safety, access, distance).
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Our multi scalar approaci means that we 

are able lu draw ley ether inlormalton tram 

varied sources and link them together with 

tne data we capture on site. This allows us 

to produce a set of outputs that can be 

used in a varlely of ways, from the trarlirinr.al 

Static reconstructions to more immersive 

animations, interactive 30 models and ’XR' 

mixed-reality experiences (VR and ARj

For the exposed ur cl ideology at Curzon 

Street, and previously at Park Street, we have 

been using structure from motion (SfM) 

photogrammetry, combined wllh taser 

scanning to accurately record rhe exposed 

archaeology. This will later allow a viewer to 

explore the site as though they were 

Standing tlrere. Alongside tlie recording ol 

the archaeology we have used 3fiO*degree 

video to record some of tne archaeological 

work While it was underway, with the use 

of cameras mounted In or on plant 

machinery, specific tods and sometimes the 

arclitteuioyisis themselves.

in my rqic as Senior Sdoniist.' have boon 

responsible lor much flf the development 

and evoltjiJon of our methods of capture, 

processing and display of data. For me, 

luc'inology and archaeology have always 

gone hand In hand, right from my earliest 

experiences. While still at school, r wot Joed 

with tlie County Archaeologist lor Wiltshire, 

using CAD grid GIS fori lie firs: rime and 

learning how to rectify aerial photographs. 

P uving grown up not iiir train Avebury. I 

warned to learn and find out more. For me 

geophysics was a direct specialism that 

enabled this a key reason why I Chose 

Brad lord tor my studies.

My jouiney as an ..ir<ideologist has allowed 

me to work on some brilliant projects vvrtti 

some fantastic people and visit some 

amazmg sues and places; from each of these 

i hlive learned new skills. My way of working 

is very hands-on, often approaching a 

problem from a different perspective to 

Others, something that I partly put down to 

my dyslexia. Archaeology Ls such an 

interdisciplinary subject and as 

arcfiaeologisls we can druw upon wide- 

ranging atid transferable skills Although I 

consider myself a field archaeologist and an 

u> cl ideological geophysicist. I regularly cull 

upon my skills as a surveyor, computer 

programmer, web designer, electronics 

engineer. 30 artist, photographer, illustrator, 

CAD and GIS technlctsn drone pilot and 

recently as videographer and field recordist

As urcfiueofug'Sts we have always been 

good ar adapting technologies and new 

methods of reco'ci tg Or reufiir g data, from 

Ihe eu riles L trafijs for aarial pl holography, to 

using on and gas exploration rlata to look pt
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past landscapes in the- North Sea. Al 

Bradford 'we have been working <il ways to 

capture more and record more quickly by 

adopting new technologies and oquipmpnL 

Fifteen years ago, when I was working in 

commercial archaeology doing rectified 

photography, this would involve placing 

markers and recording at least four points fur 

every Iniaqp. then manually stitching them 

together In CAD, or when doing 360 

photoy liiphy, manually moving the camera 

around its nodal point and capiurlnq Inrs of 

images. Although we sometimes s&ll do this, 

we can now capture similar or lar greater 

levels of information at a touch nf a button 

with the use of 3D laser scanners wilh

integrated cameras and off the shelf 360 

cameras. With ever-iriceasiny levels loi data 

capture we are always looking at new and 

better ways to process combine and display 

inlormatiori In easier, more informative and 

more immersive ways

At Curzon Street we are using similar 

techniques ro those we have used in wnrkmq 

on reconstructions of damaged or destroy co 

monuments in f’alnryra, Syria and temples in 

Kathmandu, ns we plan nn using h/sinric and 

crowd sourced plans and images to help 

produce 3D reconstructions. We were the 

first university In the UK to purchase a 

GeoSl AM Zeb Horizon handheld scanner, 

v.ceo camera 

setup to rc-cc'o' c^covut/oo 

Crecflf; WsucrJj'srrrg Heritage, 

University of Bradford;
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which we are using to capture the wider 

cityscape in Birmingham in order to link and 

provide context to rhe railway heritage that is 

being uncovered. We arc working to 

Combine Lins ulreudy-fasl mobile capture 

system wlih RTK GPS and 360 video, in allow 

us lo capture and quickly produce our own 

base maps and VHf environments.

For me. although I work on lots of varied 

projects using many different techniques, my 

work is fundamentally all about data rhai 

shapes lhe world a round us. both past and 

present, these layers, or common a Inies, help 

us to relate a point in time, a location, etc, as 

we convert, fuse, and combine this data. 

Sometimes we may be trying to do tilings 

Unit i'.eve not been done before, or not 

viewed In the same way before - a key 

reason i taught myself computer 

programming, as I needed u way to do tfrings 

lhat were not commonly clone or possible 

before. T’ie research and methods we use 

ate being fed back into our leaching al 

Bradford ro .i;low our graduates to be aware 

of and use these new methods of capture 

and recording.

Having worked m industrial commercial 

archaeology for a number Of years before 

returning to Bradford, the opportunity ro work 

on Stephenson's roundhouse is fantastic as 

It’s suck ari iconic Structure, from such a key 

lime in rhe history and development of ihe 

railway infrastructure. H at II can be seen as a 

'henge' of its day.

Tom Sparrow

Tom Is a Senior ScienHsr based in the 

School of Afcha&tji&gieiji & Forensic 

Sciences al the University of Bradford. He 

works a: pun of il-e Visualising I leritaqe 

team and has bon i a! university for Ovf r 

ten years Initially on an I FA bursary, Tom has since worked on a broad 

range cf pt ejects from surveying latrines fin Tanzania fer e Bill & 

Melinda Gates foundation project to using LJAVs to capture the fossil

bearing landscapes of Turkana Basin, Kenya with Lou se Lc-akcy, to 

mapping me temptes and squares of KaUirrwidd damaged during the 

20)5 earthquake

loin worked at various, units including ARCUS and Oxford 

Archaeology far several years prior ro returning io I ho UnlversHy of 

Bradford, having studied mere as an undergraduate ar ci 

poslgiuduafe, gelling u BSc In Archaeological Science (2001) and a 

M5c In Archseolnqnml Prospectinn (2004).
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